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CT has been working in marine energy 
since 2003 

Marine Energy  

Challenge 2003-2006 

 

Marine Energy  

Accelerator 2007-2010 

 

Marine Renewables  

Proving Fund  

2009-2011 

 

Founding Funder 
since 2005 

 

Understanding the challenge Accelerating cost reduction Proving the technology Facilitating development 

CT have been working with the marine energy industry since 2003 and have 
invested £30m.  

The MEC helped CT and the industry to understand the barriers to marine energy 
development.  

Current focus is on full scale demonstration (MRPF) and cost reduction (MEA). 

EMEC test centre is vital to the industry, and provides cost-effective open-access 
infrastructure 
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Component  technology 
innovation in areas such 
as blades, structural 
materials, costs 

Reduction of installation, 
operation and 
maintenance costs  

The MEA aimed to demonstrate and 
understand cost of energy reduction 
potential through targeted innovation 

Working with existing 
device concepts to 
develop a set of cost 
reductions 

Working with new 
device concepts to 
explore the potential for 
a single step change in 
cost of energy 

Development of new, 
concepts with the 
potential to provide  a 
step change reduction in 
the costs of energy.  

http://www.pelamiswave.com/news/second-p2-moorings-installation-completed-in-orkney/attachment/spr-moorings


The MEA has established new benchmarks 
for the costs of wave and tidal energy which 
are based on real cost and performance data 

Updated MEA estimates of ‘first farm’ levelised cost of energy 
 
Dark blue – base case, resource variation 
Light blue – optimistic/pessimistic case, plus resource variation 
 
Deployments of todays leading concepts in 10MW arrays, after 10MW of previous 
installations, using a 15% discount rate and 25 year lifetime.   

 

Onshore wind / nuclear 

Offshore wind 

Wholesale price 



The breakdown of levelised cost of energy 
helps set the agenda for cost reduction 
innovation  
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Key cost areas for wave are: structure costs and O&M 

Key cost areas for tidal are: installation, foundations and O&M 
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WAVE TIDAL 

A “learning by doing” progression rate based 
on similar (but established) industries 
results high future costs 

20p/kWh@1GW 

18p/kWh@1GW 
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WAVE TIDAL 

Onshore wind / nuclear 

Offshore wind 

Wholesale price 

It is reasonable to expect a combination of 
“learning by doing” and “innovation” for 
wave and tidal 

14p/kWh@1GW 13p/kWh@1GW 



Examples of targeted innovation for cost 
reduction from the MEA: Components  

Towards cheaper and more reliable 
blades. 

Lightweight compliant mooring 
for floating wave/tidal devices.  



Innovative linear generators for 
future wave devices 

Installation and connection equipment 
for Pelamis has enabled operations in 
bigger seas, and faster deployment  

Examples of targeted innovation for cost 
reduction from the MEA: Components  



2nd Generation tidal. Cheaper; 
deep and difficult sites 

Underwater Kite - 
„3rd‟  Generation 
tidal. Opens up 

low velocity 
resource 

Rubber sea-snake. Potential step-
change in cost of wave energy 

Examples of targeted innovation for cost 
reduction from the MEA: New devices  



What‟s next for Tidal stream?   
High velocities sites will ultimately have the best 
economics if we can tackle the risks and challenges 

Much of the resource is in difficult or deeper 
sites.   
A Second Generation of devices or 
approaches will be needed to access that 
resource. 

Reduce 
Cost 

Cope with site  
depth and difficulty 

Difficulty (applied by CT) 

 

Focus areas:  

Hours on the clock for leading 
technologies 

Multiple rotors per structure to 
reduce deployment and O&M costs 

Cost effective installation in 
difficult/deep sites 

Technologies which exploit the best 
part of the water column 

Specific challenges of building out 
first arrays 

Reliability 

Cabling at tidal sites 

 

 

 

 



What‟s next for wave energy? 
There is no fundamental reason why we need a 
2nd gen technology 

  Focus areas: 

Hours on the clock for leading technologies 

Optimising coupling with the sea (fundamental hydrodynamics)  - 
more power capture 

Device body / structure innovation (materials for cost reduction). 

O&M 

Proving survivability in more energetic seas 

Array behaviour 

Greater capacity devices 

Keep looking for that next gen lower cost device? 
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